Oracle Utilities Analytics Platform

Oracle Utilities Analytics Platform was designed to deliver the robust yet simple to use analytics tools you need to become a master of your data. Built with utility-specific needs in mind, we offer the analytics you need to visualize data clearly across systems and slice and dice to discover fresh insights. With our platform, the power of data science and machine learning is at your fingertips, in prepackaged solutions designed for you.

**UNCOVER THE STORY YOUR DATA IS TELLING**

**Oracle Utilities Analytics Insights**
Machine learning insights designed to drive utility business outcomes

- Tackle your most critical questions with the unmatched depth and breadth of proven data science
- Find the needle in the haystack with trained algorithms – pinpoint where EVs are charging, identify water leaks before they impact the customer bill, predict storm damage, and so much more

**Oracle Utilities Analytics Visualization**
Intuitive, powerful visualization and reporting across your digital utility

- Gain a comprehensive view of all mission-critical data and business performance
- Infuse core applications with analytics to ensure your team can make data-driven decisions

**Oracle Utilities Analytics Warehouse**
Analytics warehouse designed for historical analytic needs

- Leverage prebuilt star schema and extractors to access data across enterprise applications
- Gain robust point-in-time historical exploration capabilities

**Our analytics platform power:**
- Over a petabyte of data leveraged for machine learning
- 2/3 of US smart meter data runs on our platform
- Servicing 550 million homes
- Managing 2.8 billion utility bills
- 700 billion meter reads annually

**CONNECT WITH US**
Call +1.800.275.4775 or visit oracle.com/utilities. Outside North America, find your local office at oracle.com/contact.

blogs.oracle.com/utilities
linkedin.com/company/oracle-utilities
twitter.com/oracleutilities